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Abstract
This study aims at a comparative evaluation of two recently introduced
electromagnetic tracking systems under reproducible simulated operating-room
(OR) conditions: the recently launched Medtronic StealthStationTM Treon-
EMTM and the NDI AuroraTM. We investigate if and to what extent these
systems provide improved performance and stability in the presence of surgical
instruments as possible sources of distortions compared with earlier reports on
electromagnetic tracking technology. To investigate possible distortions under
pseudo-realistic OR conditions, a large Langenbeck hook, a dental drill with its
handle and an ultrasonic (US) scanhead are fixed on a special measurement rack
at variable distances from the navigation sensor. The position measurements
made by the Treon-EMTM were least affected by the presence of the instruments.
The lengths of the mean deviation vectors were 0.21 mm for the Langenbeck
hook, 0.23 mm for the drill with handle and 0.56 mm for the US scanhead. The
AuroraTM was influenced by the three sources of distortion to a higher degree.
A mean deviation vector of 1.44 mm length was observed in the vicinity of
the Langenbeck hook, 0.53 mm length with the drill and 2.37 mm due to the
US scanhead. The maximum of the root mean squared error (RMSE) for
all coordinates in the presence of the Langenbeck hook was 0.3 mm for the
TreonTM and 2.1 mm for the AuroraTM; the drill caused a maximum RMSE of
0.2 mm with the TreonTM and 1.2 mm with the AuroraTM. In the presence of the
US scanhead, the maximum RMSE was 1.4 mm for the TreonTM and 5.1 mm
for the AuroraTM. The new generation of electromagnetic tracking systems has
significantly improved compared to common systems that were available in the
middle of the 1990s and has reached a high level of technical development.
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We conclude that, in general, both systems are suitable for routine clinical
application.

(Some figures in this article are in colour only in the electronic version)

1. Introduction

In the field of computer-assisted navigation in surgery, most of the available modern systems
are based on optoelectronic or on electromagnetic tracking technology (Ewers et al 2005).
The development of electromagnetic systems ranges back to the late 1970s (Raab et al 1979,
Kuipers 1980) and has drawn research interest in surgical research within the last few years
(Birkfellner et al 1998b, Frantz et al 2003). They can be used in various clinical applications,
for example to track endoscopes in ear, nose and throat (ENT) surgery (Hummel et al 2002,
Reittner et al 2002, Shahidi et al 2002), in biomechanical and kinematical studies at joints
(e.g. in shoulder research) (Meskers et al 1999, Milne and Lee 1999) or in bronchoscopy
(Schwarz et al 2003). An advantage of electromagnetic tracking systems is the fact that no
uninterrupted line-of-sight between the navigation tools (i.e. the so-called trackers that are
attached to the patient and to the surgical instruments for continuous registration of their
positions) and the corresponding sensor unit is required. Therefore, electromagnetic systems
allow for normal uninhibited handling within their working volume and without considering
a free and undisturbed field-of-view. Positions can be captured even inside the body or
under the patient’s skin by means of flexible magnetic sensors (West and Maurer 2004).
Nevertheless, the crucial question in the context of electromagnetic tracking technology is the
possible disturbance under realistic operating-room (OR) conditions e.g. by (ferromagnetic)
surgical instruments which might affect intraoperative accuracy and precision. This problem
is well known and has already been addressed in several studies (Birkfellner et al 1998a,
Poulin and Amiot 2002, Frantz et al 2003). Frantz et al (2003) state that the problem of
magnetic disturbances affecting the performance of electromagnetic tracking devices remains
an extremely important limitation of these systems and they provide a comprehensive protocol
for an evaluation under laboratory conditions. Birkfellner et al (1998a) conclude in their study
on systematic distortions in magnetic position digitizers that their evaluated systems (an Isotrak
II by Polhemus Inc., Colchester VT, USA, and The Bird by Ascension Inc., Burlington VT,
USA) are significantly distorted at distances that can well occur in a surgical procedure. They
report on errors of 3.2 ± 2.4 mm to 6.4 ± 2.5 mm under conditions of an operating-room
(Birkfellner et al 1998a). Marmulla et al (1998) have recorded serious spherical deviations of
10.0–20.0 mm in the presence of metal, surgical and rotating instruments and electric circuits
with a Polhemus digitizer. In general, the degree of distortion depends on the system as well
as on the specific experimental set-up. As a consequence, the actual performance that can be
expected intraoperatively can hardly be judged in experiments under undistorted conditions
of a laboratory (Birkfellner et al 1998a, Hummel et al 2002, Frantz et al 2003, Wagner et al
2002).

In this study, we evaluate and compare two recently introduced electromagnetic tracking
systems (applying an identical experimental set-up): the recently launched StealthStationTM

Treon-EMTM (Medtronic Inc., Minneapolis, MN, USA) and the AuroraTM (NDI Northern
Digital Inc., Waterloo, ON, Canada) under reproducible simulated OR conditions. We have
selected these products for our study because they are well known in computer-assisted surgery
and represent the current state of development. The central aim is to investigate if sufficient
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up with the Medtronic StealthStationTM Treon-EMTM. A Perspex
measurement rack is mounted on a non-ferromagnetic stand. The emitter of the electromagnetic
field is located under the measurement rack, the phantom-skull is required for the registration of a
reference dataset. Instruments (possible sources of distortions) can be attached at defined distances
of the navigation sensor.

stability of these systems for routine clinical application can be expected. To our knowledge,
this is the first report that tests the newly developed Treon-EMTM.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Tested tracking systems and experimental set-up

The recently launched StealthStationTM Treon-EMTM and the latest version of the AuroraTM

were evaluated in this study. In both systems, the original sensors (i.e. the electromagnetic
tools) were applied. To quantify the degree of distortion due to the influence of common
medical equipment as a function of the distance, a Perspex measurement rack was
manufactured at the Center for Biomedical Engineering and Physics, Medical University of
Vienna (Birkfellner et al 1998a) and mounted on a wooden stand not containing ferromagnetic
components. The sensors and the sources of distortion were attached at defined distances on
this rack (figures 1 and 2). Reference measurements were made without any sources of
distortion to form the base line for comparison. These reference measurements of coordinates
were subtracted from the corresponding distorted measurements, leading to the data for the
statistical evaluation. To investigate possible distortions under pseudo-realistic OR conditions,
a large Langenbeck hook, a dental drill with its handle and an ultrasonic (US) scanhead
(Advanced Technology LaboratoriesTM, Bothell, USA) in the switched-off state were attached
on the rack at six variable distances from the sensor (figure 3). Position 1 was the smallest
(10 mm) and position 6 was the greatest distance in the experiment. The distances referred to
were arbitrarily chosen but exactly defined points on each instrument. The increment of the
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Figure 2. Detail of the measurement rack: the drill in a handle is positioned at a defined distance
of the NDI AuroraTM sensor to record the resulting distortion.

distances was 10 mm. For both tracking systems, the surgical instruments were fixed to the
rack in corresponding spatial orientation.

Additionally, a qualitative test of stability during bending of the tools was performed for
each system. For this purpose, the tip of the flexible sensors remained at one and the same
point, while their axis was bent and deformed within an appropriate range. Monitoring of
possible changes in the measured coordinates informed about bending stability.

2.2. Evaluation

For both systems, x-, y- and z-coordinates were recorded in the presence of the mentioned
instruments. Every value in the dataset is the arithmetic mean calculated from ten
measurements. For every instrument as possible source of distortion, six positions and one
reference measurement (without any sources of distortion) were tested. As there were three
instruments included in this study, the evaluation is based on 210 3D data vectors for each
of the two tracking systems. Overall distortions were analysed in the form of the lengths of
deviation vectors

√
(x̄ − x̄ref)2 + (ȳ − ȳref)2 + (z̄ − z̄ref)2, with x̄, ȳ, z̄ being arithmetic means

of the x-, y- and z-coordinates, and x̄ref, ȳref, z̄ref being arithmetic means of these coordinates
in the undistorted reference measurements. For both systems and all instruments, the root
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Figure 3. The possible distortions caused by these instruments are tested in this study: dental drill
with handle, large Langenbeck hook and ultrasonic (US) scanhead.

mean squared errors (RMSE) were calculated, showing the deviations from the mean of the
undistorted measurement:

1

n

n∑

k=1

√
(x − x̄ref)2 + (y − ȳref)2 + (z − z̄ref)2,

with n = 10 (number of measurements for each value). To detect possible anisotropies in
the distortion, we also recorded the x-, y- and z-coordinates separately. Results are presented
using descriptive statistics with arithmetic means, minima, maxima and variances of observed
deviations being calculated.

3. Results

Undistorted reference measurements showed a noise level (standard deviation) of 0.1 mm for
each coordinate for the Treon-EMTM and 0.1 mm for each coordinate of the AuroraTM too.
The position measurements made by the Treon-EMTM were least affected by the presence of
the instruments. The lengths of the mean deviation vectors (averaged over positions 1–6) were
0.21 mm for the Langenbeck hook, 0.23 mm for the drill with handle and 0.56 mm for the US
scanhead. The AuroraTM was influenced by the three sources of distortion to a higher degree.
A mean deviation vector of 1.44 mm length was observed in the vicinity of the Langenbeck
hook, 0.53 mm length with the drill and 2.37 mm due to the US scanhead (all values averaged
over positions 1–6). Figure 4 summarizes these findings.

The maximum distortion of the Treon-EMTM was caused by the US scanhead, which
affected the x-coordinate to a maximum of 1.3 mm. All the other coordinates were distorted
not more than 0.3 mm by any instrument in any position. For the AuroraTM, the maximum
distortion was also recorded due to the influence of the US scanhead (2.6 mm in the
x-coordinate), while for the other coordinates, the maximum distortions ranged from 0.0 mm
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Figure 5. Root mean squared errors of x-, y- and z-values for both tracking systems in the presence
of the distorting instruments ((a) Langenbeck hook, (b) drill with handle and (c) US scanhead) at
positions 1–6 and without distortion (reference measurements).

to 2.1 mm. Root mean squared errors versus position of the influencing instrument are drawn
in figures 5(a)–(c). In all situations, the TreonTM was less disturbed. The maximum of the
root mean squared error for all coordinates in the presence of the Langenbeck hook was
0.3 mm for the TreonTM, 2.1 mm for the AuroraTM; the drill caused a maximum RMSE of
0.2 mm with the TreonTM and 1.2 mm with the AuroraTM. In the presence of the US scanhead,
the maximum RMSE was 1.4 mm for the TreonTM and 5.1 mm for the AuroraTM.
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Figure 6. Distortion in the x-, y-, z-coordinates caused by the (a) Langenbeck hook, (b) drill with
handle and (c) US scanhead for the (1) Treon-EMTM and (2) AuroraTM.

Table 1. Table summarizes arithmetic means, minima, maxima and variances of the distortions in
x-, y- and z-directions for both tracking systems in the presence of the three instruments.

Langenbeck Drill Scanhead

Statistics x y z x y z x y z

Treon-EMTM

mean (mm) −0.1 0.2 0.0 −0.1 0.2 0.1 0.6 0.0 0.1
min (mm) −0.2 0.0 −0.1 −0.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 −0.1 0.0
max (mm) 0.1 0.3 0.1 0.0 0.2 0.2 1.3 0.2 0.2
variance (mm2) 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.2 0.0 0.0

AuroraTM

mean (mm) −0.1 0.4 1.4 0.4 −0.3 −0.1 0.8 −2.2 0.4
min (mm) −0.3 −2.1 0.0 0.0 −1.0 −0.7 0.0 −5.1 −0.1
max (mm) 0.3 1.1 2.1 1.2 0.0 0.2 2.6 0.0 1.6
variance (mm2) 0.1 1.4 0.8 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.9 2.6 0.4

Variances in the coordinate distortions were higher for the AuroraTM (range: 0.1–2.6 mm2)
as compared to the Treon-EMTM (range: 0.0–0.2 mm2). Statistical data are listed in table 1.

Distortions of the x-, y- and z-coordinates are plotted separately for all three affecting
instruments at positions 1–6 in figures 6(a)–(c), clearly demonstrating a more stable
performance of the Treon-EMTM as compared with the AuroraTM. The qualitative test of
stability with bent tools was successful for both tracking systems. No perceptible deviations
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could be observed due to flexion of the tools within an appropriate range, i.e. for positions as
they actually occur during intraoperative handling of the instruments.

4. Discussion

Compared with earlier studies (e.g. Birkfellner et al (1998a)), our findings prove that the new
generation of electromagnetic tracking systems is significantly improved and has reached a
high level of technical development. Considering (for example) the influence of the large
Langenbeck hook, Birkfellner et al (1998a) reported on deviations of almost 5.0 mm for a
distance of 30.0 mm between the sensor and the instrument. In our study, the length of
the mean deviation vector (in the presence of the Langenbeck hook) was 0.21 mm for the
Treon-EMTM and 1.44 mm for the AuroraTM, although this mean includes measurements at
distances beginning at 10.0 mm (denoted as ’position 1’ in the diagrams). Nevertheless, also
with the new AuroraTM, the actual accuracy decreases under OR conditions in the presence of
distortions compared with conditions that are completely free of electromagnetic disturbances.
In the technical specifications, the manufacturer of the AuroraTM, for example, reports on an
RMSE of 0.9 mm (95% confidence level: 1.7 mm) at radial distances from 100 mm to 200 mm
from the field generator, correctly mentioning that accuracy depends on tool design and the
presence of metal.

In general, the Treon-EMTM shows stable performance. The magnitude of distortions
remains within an order of magnitude of the noise level; a factor of 2.1–5.6 compared to
the Gaussian noise level can be found for the various medical tools. With the AuroraTM,
greater deviations were recorded (factor ranging from 1.44 to 23.7), nevertheless in most
situations, the distortions caused by the tested instruments remain small enough to provide
sufficient accuracy for practical intraoperative applications. In typical computer-assisted
surgery (CAS) applications, an accuracy of 1.5 mm and better is desired (Birkfellner et al
1998b, Buchholz et al 1993). Considerable shifts were registered in the presence of the
US scanhead. The Treon-EMTM was less affected by the US device as compared with
the AuroraTM. In our opinion, this observation does not actually discourage the use of
electromagnetic tracking systems in combination with US scanheads, because the influence
decreases rapidly with increasing distances between the scanhead and the electromagnetic
sensor.

A limitation of our study is the fact that just an exemplary selection of typical instruments
can be taken into consideration in the experimental set-up. We have chosen the instruments
according to formerly performed experiments (i.e. Birkfellner et al (1998a), Hummel et al
(2002)) to allow for comparisons. However, we have primarily intended to answer the
question whether these recently introduced electromagnetic systems are improved compared
with equipment at an earlier state of development. To adapt the central aspects of our
experiments for the evaluation of other technical configurations and actual OR situations,
we recommend performing simple qualitative tests of stability by observing deviations at
the applied navigation system when the prepared surgical instruments are slowly brought
to the vicinity of electromagnetic sensors. Of course, such a qualitative procedure cannot
replace systematic accuracy assessment protocols under laboratory conditions as, for example,
described by Frantz et al (2003), but when performed additionally it will clearly support the
avoidance of unexpected distortions or sources of errors in the OR and, therefore, guarantee
intraoperative safety.

The high level of technical development is likely to promote a further increasing use of
electromagnetic trackers in the future, although besides electromagnetic and optoelectronic
tracking systems, also other technologies such as US or video-based tracking can play a
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mentionable role (Mori et al 2002, Tamura et al 2002). Besides well-known advantages, such
as orientation inside the body and under the skin without visual contact to a position sensor,
we expect a promising perspective in the combination of electromagnetic tracking technology
with electrical stimulation of nerves and muscles (neuromodulation). The flexible navigation
sensors used in both systems in this study might be replaced by stimulating electrodes in order
to be precisely guided to their target structures for stimulation. This aspect will be the subject
of future research.

5. Conclusion

The Medtronic StealthStationTM Treon-EMTM and the NDI AuroraTM show stable performance
in the presence of the surgical instruments within the limits of our study design. Compared to
earlier efforts of utilizing electromagnetic tracking systems, it is obvious that manufacturers
are aware of the problem of systematic distortions and improvements are visible from our
results; still the stability and accuracy of state-of-the-art optical trackers is not yet fully
reached as documented by the error induced, for instance, by US scanheads. Therefore, we
conclude that a detailed risk analysis including the definition of accuracy security margins is
mandatory. Simple tests of stability with the electromagnetic tracking system including all
surgical instruments that are actually prepared for the scheduled intervention are recommended
if the advantages of electromagnetic trackers are to be utilized in the operating theatre.
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